A group of over 500 medical doctors in Germany called ‘Doctors for Information’ made a shocking statement during a national press conference: (1)

‘The Corona panic is a play. It’s a scam. A swindle. It’s high time we understood that we’re in the midst of a global crime.’

This large group of medical experts publishes a medical newspaper on 500,000 copies every week, to inform the public about the massive misinformation in the mainstream media. They also organize mass protests in Europe, like the one on August 29, 2020 where 12 million people signed up and several millions actually showed up.

Why do these 500+ medical doctors say the pandemic is a global crime? What do they know, that we don’t?
Hundreds Of Spanish Medical Doctors Say The Pandemic Is Planned

In Spain a group of 600 medical doctors called ‘Doctors for Truth', made a similar statement during a press conference.
‘Covid-19 is a false pandemic created for political purposes. This is a world dictatorship with a sanitary excuse. We urge doctors, the media and political authorities to stop this criminal operation, by spreading the truth.’ (2)

Germany and Spain are just two examples. Similar large groups of hundreds of medical experts exist in countries across the world.

In the USA a documentary called PLANDEMIC, which exposes COVID-19 as a criminal operation, is supported by over 27,000 medical doctors!

Why are these thousands of medical professionals worldwide saying the pandemic is a crime? What information do they have access to, that we are not getting from the mainstream media?

*I invite you to look at the following facts with an open mind and then come to your own conclusions...*

In 2015 A Testing Method Was Patented For... COVID-19

In 2015 a ‘System and Method for Testing for COVID-19’ was patented by Richard Rothschild, with a Dutch government organisation. Did you catch that? In 2015 – **four years before the disease even existed** – a testing method for COVID-19 was developed. (2B)

*Take a deep breath and let that sink in for a while...*
As we know the new COVID-19 disease appeared in China towards the end of 2019. Therefore it was named COVID-19 which is an acronym for Corona Virus Disease 2019. Data from the World Integrated Trade Solution, however, shows something astonishing:

in 2017 and 2018 – two years before COVID-19 – hundreds of millions of test kits for COVID-19 were distributed worldwide.
This baffling data was discovered by someone on September 5, 2020, who posted it on social media. The next day it went viral all over the world. On September 6 the WITS suddenly changed the original designation ‘COVID-19’ into the vague ‘Medical Test Kits’.
This is not allowed in trade, because you always have to be specific. There are many types of test kits for different diseases.

The fact that they removed the specification ‘COVID-19’, after this data became known worldwide, proves that they don’t want anyone to know about it. They however forgot to delete one detail: the product code for these ‘Medical Test Kits’ is 300215 which means: ‘COVID-19 Test Kits’

This critical information was uncovered and is being revealed by millions worldwide. You can download a PDF that shows the original data of this website.

Two Years Before The Outbreak Of COVID-19 The USA, The EU, China And Nations Around The World Started Exporting Millions Of Diagnostic Test Instruments For... COVID-19, A Disease That Supposedly Didn’t Even Exist Back Then.

The COVID-19 ‘Project’ Is Planned Until 2025

The World Bank shows that COVID-19 is a project that is planned to continue until... end of March 2025! So the intention is to continue it for another FIVE YEARS. (2C)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country(ies)</th>
<th>Project Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>COVID-19 Strategic Preparedness and Response Program (SPRP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project ID</th>
<th>Financing Instrument</th>
<th>Environmental and Social Risk Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P173789</td>
<td>Investment Project Financing</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Financing & Implementation Modalities**

- Multiphase Programmatic Approach (MPA)
- Series of Projects (SOP)
- Disbursement-linked Indicators (DLIs)
- Financial Intermediaries (FI)
- Project-Based Guarantee
- Deferred Drawdown
- Alternate Procurement Arrangements (APA)

**Expected Project Approval Date**
02-Apr-2020

**Expected Project Closing Date**
31-Mar-2025

**Expected Program Closing Date**
31-Mar-2025

---

Fauci Guaranteed A Pandemic Within The Next Two Years
In 2017 Anthony Fauci made a very strange prediction, with an even stranger certainty. With complete confidence Fauci announced that during the first term of President Trump a surprise outbreak of an infectious disease would surely happen. Here's what he said:

> There is NO QUESTION there is going to be a challenge for the coming administration in the arena of infectious diseases.

> There will be a SURPRISE OUTBREAK. There's NO DOUBT in anyones mind about this.

How could Fauci guarantee a surprise outbreak to happen during the first term of the Trump administration? What did he know, that we don't?

‘In the next two years there will be a SURPRISE OUTBREAK. There's NO DOUBT in anyones mind about this.’

ANTHONY FAUCI

Bill And Melinda Gates Guaranteed An Imminent Global Pandemic

In 2018 Bill Gates publicly announced that a global pandemic was on its way that could wipe out 30 million people. He said this would probably happen during the next decade.

Melinda Gates added that an engineered virus is humanities greatest threat and also assured this would hit humanity in the coming years.

Let their choice of words resound into your mind for a moment...
A global pandemic is ON IT'S WAY.
An ENGINEERED VIRUS is humanities greatest threat.
This will happen in the NEXT DECADE.'

BILL AND MELINDA GATES

They claim that the dense population of the world guarantees this imminent global pandemic. But let's be honest: most of the earth is uninhabited. Just fly over America in an airplane and look out the window. You see empty space most of the time, with a few cities here and there. Most of the United States is still wide open and empty. The same goes for the rest of the world. Australia, Russia, India, China, America, Africa... it's wilderness for the most part. Our planet isn't nearly as populated as Bill Gates wants us to believe. This world map shows it clearly...

Most of the earth is totally void of any human presence. So the idea that the world is vastly overpopulated and is therefor bound to give rise to an imminent global pandemic is a lie.
The Gates also claimed that air travel was sure to create a global pandemic. But countless people have been traveling in airplanes the past century. Did that give rise to constant outbreaks of global pandemics? Of course not!

Their arguments why they **guaranteed** a global pandemic in the next few years are lies. So what is their real basis to make such guaranteed predictions?

### Practicing For A Pandemic

A few months before the outbreak, Bill Gates – the world’s nr 1 vaccine dealer – organized an event in New York City. Guess what the event was all about? It was a *coronavirus pandemic exercise*. Yes, you read that right:

**Bill Gates organized a coronavirus pandemic exercise, right before it happened!**

On the large display in the auditorium, you see the text printed: *We need to prepare for the event that becomes a pandemic.* This pandemic exercise was called Event201 and took place in October 2019, literally right before the outbreak.

*Their conclusion was that all of humanity must be vaccinated...*
The Purpose Of Event201 Was To Prepare The World For A Coronavirus Pandemic... Which Happened Right After The Event.

Excitement About Selling Vaccines In The Next Year

Shortly after this 'exercise for a coronavirus pandemic' Bill Gates tweeted:

*I'm particularly excited about what the next year could mean for one of the best buys in global health: vaccines.*

Think about this: the world's nr 1 vaccine dealer guarantees a global pandemic to occur in the next few years, and his wife said we should all fear an engineered virus that is 'on its way'. Then they organize an exercise for an imminent global pandemic and say vaccines will be the only solution. Next Bill Gates tweets how excited he is about selling vaccines in the next year. Immediately after that, the announced pandemic breaks out.

Indeed, right away Bill Gates proclaims that the only solution for humanity is to buy his vaccines...

2020 Coronavirus Pandemic Predicted In 2013

Back in 2013 a musician wrote a song called PANDEMIC. In his lyrics he described a global pandemic that kills millions, shuts down economies and gives rise to riots.
His song literally described in great detail what we are seeing in our world today, seven years later.

He even mentioned the exact year of the pandemic: 2020, and the specific type of virus: a coronavirus. (6) This is a line in his lyrics from 2013:

'2020 combined with CoronaVirus, bodies stacking.'

This song also predicted the riots that are now raging throughout America:

'The State is rioting, using the street outside. It's coming to your windows.'

How could this musician have known in 2013 that a coronavirus pandemic would break out in 2020, and that during this pandemic riots would erupt? He explains:
‘I Did Research Back In 2012, And Read The So Called “Conspiracy Theories”. You Know, Those Investigations The Media Doesn’t Want Us To Look Into. According To Those Theories Pandemics Were Bound To Happen In The Decade Of 2020 – 2030. So I Wrote The Song Pandemic About It.’

‘Get Ready For A Global Coronavirus Pandemic’

In September 2019 – also right before the outbreak – the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board released a report titled ‘A World At Risk’.

It stressed the need to be prepared for... a coronavirus outbreak!

On the cover of the report is the picture of a coronavirus and people wearing face masks.
In the report we read the following interesting paragraph:

"The United Nations (including WHO) conducts at least two system-wide training and simulation exercises, including one for covering the deliberate release of a lethal respiratory pathogen."

Did you catch that?

They have been practicing for a deliberate release of a lethal respiratory pathogen.

Outbreak From China Announced
In 2018 The Institute for Disease Modeling made a video in which they show a flu virus originating in China, from the area of Wuhan, and spreading all over the world, killing millions. They called it ‘A Simulation For A Global Flu Pandemic.’ That is exactly what happened, two years later. Why did they say it would come from China? Why not Africa, where far more diseases are present? Or why not South America? Or India?

*How could they know there would be a flu virus coming from China and even show Wuhan as the originating area, that would infect the whole world?*

**Was This Coronavirus Engineered?**

Where did the virus come from? One of the world's leading experts in bioweapons is Dr. Francis Boyle. He is convinced it originated from a bioweapon lab in Wuhan, the Bio Safety Lab Level 4.
This facility is specialized in the development of... coronaviruses!

They take existing viruses and ‘weaponize’ them, meaning they make them far more dangerous, to be used as a biological weapon. In the following two minute video clip you see a spokesperson for the Trump administration, bioweapon expert Dr. Francis Boyle and president Trump talk about how this virus came from the lab in Wuhan.

Now comes the interesting part: in 2015 Anthony Fauci gave this very lab 3,7 million dollars.

Figure this: the same man who guaranteed a surprise outbreak of a virus in the next two years, gave almost 4 million dollars to a lab that develops coronaviruses. In the short clip below you can see a journalist ask president Trump about this grant given by Fauci to the Wuhan lab.

There are however more options in Wuhan where this virus could have originated from. Some believe it came from the Wuhan Virology Institute, where they also work on weaponizing coronaviruses.

Movies Predicted The Coronavirus Pandemic

Predictive programming is the process of informing the population about events that are soon to occur. The past years several movies and television series were produced, about... a global coronavirus pandemic!

The film ‘Dead Plague’ depicts a global pandemic with a coronavirus and even mentions hydroxychloroquine as the cure.

Another film called ‘Contagion’ shows how a coronavirus spreads globally with social distancing, face masks, lock-downs, washing of hands etc. as a result.

Literally everything we see now, is predicted in detail in these movies.
Talking about predictive programming: during the opening show of the Summer Olympics in 2012, a coronavirus pandemic was played out for the eyes of the whole world. Dozens of hospital beds, large numbers of nurses becoming puppets of a controlling system, death lurking about, a demonic giant rising up over the world, and the whole theatre was lit up in such a way that seen from the sky it looked like a coronavirus.

Why did the Olympic Games show a coronavirus pandemic, in their opening show?
The author and investigator Robin de Ruiter predicted in 2008 that there would come a global lockdown.

He said the purpose of this would be to create a new world of authoritarian control.

Because much of what he wrote back in 2008 is now happening right in front of our eyes, this book has been republished.

**Journalists Predicted Planned Pandemic**

In 2014 the investigative journalist **Harry Vox** predicted a planned global pandemic and said why the ‘ruling class’ would do such thing:

> ‘They will stop at nothing to complete their toolkit of control. One of the things that had been missing from their toolkit is quarantines and curfews. The plan is to get hundreds of thousands of people infected with it and create the next phase of control.’ (7)
‘The plan is to get hundreds of thousands of people infected with it and create the next phase of control.’

HARRY VOX,
RENOWN INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALIST

‘Scenario For The Future’

This renown researcher refers to a famous document by the Rockefeller Foundation in which everything we see happening now is literally predicted in great detail: the global pandemic, the lock-downs, the collapse of the economy and the imposing of authoritarian control.

It’s all described with terrifying accuracy... ten years before it happened!
The document is titled ‘Scenario for the Future of Technology and International Development’. (9) That says it all: a scenario for the future. It has a chapter called ‘LockStep’ in which a global pandemic is reported as if it happened in the past, but which is clearly intended as a rehearsal for the future.

The 2020 Pandemic Is Described In Horrifying Detail In The ‘Scenario For The Future’ By The Rockefeller Foundation Written In 2010.

The ‘Scenario for the Future’ continues with comparing two different responses to their predicted pandemic: the USA only ‘strongly discouraged’ people from flying, while China enforced mandatory quarantine for all citizens. The first response is accused of spreading the virus even more, while the imposing of a suffocating lock-down is praised. Then it goes on to describe the implementation of totalitarian control:

*During the pandemic, national leaders around the world flexed their authority and imposed airtight rules and restrictions, from the mandatory wearing of face masks to body-temperature checks at the entries to communal spaces like train stations and supermarkets.*
Clearly the flexing of authority is the desired response. But it gets worse, according to this ‘Scenario of the Future’:

‘Even after the pandemic faded, this more authoritarian control and oversight of citizens and their activities stuck and even intensified.’

‘In developed countries, this heightened oversight took many forms: biometric IDs for all citizens, for example, and tighter regulation of key industries whose stability was deemed vital to national interests.’

According to The Rockefeller Foundation, a global pandemic must result in increased control, where people gladly surrender their freedom, in order to feel safe again.
Now that the announced pandemic is indeed here, the same Rockefeller Foundation came forward with step two: a handbook on how to implement new control systems during this pandemic. Only when all the required control networks are in place, can the world open up again.

When you combine the two Rockefeller documents, you see the plan:

1) First they announce a global pandemic with a coronavirus and say what it should lead to: a whole new level of authoritarian control.

2) Secondly they give practical steps on how to apply this control system.

These are illustrations and quotes from their guide:
Digital apps and privacy-protected tracking software should be widely used to enable more complete contact tracking.

In order to fully control the Covid-19 epidemic, we need to test the majority of the population on a weekly basis.

According to their 'Scenario of the future' the entire world population should get a digital ID that indicates who has received all the vaccines. Without sufficient vaccinations, access to schools, concerts, churches, public transport etc. will be denied.

Now in 2020 that is exactly what Bill Gates and many governments are calling for.
Everyone’s Contacts Must Be Checked

In a leaked government video (10) we see a conversation between former American president Bill Clinton and Andrew Cuomo, the governor of the state of New York. They discuss how to set up a large control system to test the entire population and check all their contacts. They discuss how to build an army to carry out this control system.
‘Hundreds And Hundreds Of Control Agents Must Be Appointed. They Test Everyone And Then Check All Their Contacts. This Has Never Been Done Before On This Scale. This Is An Army Of Interrogators Who Will Check Everyone’s Contacts.’

ANDREW CUOMO,
GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK

A Whole New Level Of Global Control

Bill Gates also made it clear that only people who have been vaccinated against Covid-19 should be allowed to travel, go to school, attend meetings and work. (11) Digital vaccine ID’s are already being developed (12) and Gates has a patent on the technology that makes it possible to trace an individual’s body anywhere. This technology is called WO2020-060606 (13). In addition, Gates wants to set up a global monitoring network, which will track everyone who came into contact with Covid-19 (14).

The Plan: Inject Mankind With DNA Altering Vaccine

The famous investigative journalist Anthony Patch did years of research concerning the plans to control the world, by means of created pandemics and mandatory vaccines. During an interview in 2014 this researcher predicted the following:
‘They will release a man-made coronavirus. As a result the people will demand a vaccine to protect them. This vaccine will add a third strain of DNA to a persons body, essentially making them a hybrid. Once a person is injected, almost immediately their DNA undergoes a transformation. This genetic change will cause people to loose the ability to think for themselves, without them even being aware this happened. Thus they can be controlled easier, to become slaves for the elite.’

Of course that sounds insane and it is insane indeed. Yet we have to be aware that this professional investigator is no fool. He has done years of research and this is what he discovered over the years.

We Must Be Careful Not To Reject Sound Knowledge, Based On Years Of Research, Simply Because Of Our Own Lack Of Insight In These Topics.

20 Years Of Research Say:
The Vaccine Will Change Our DNA

Doctor Carrie Madej directed two large clinics in Georgia, before she went to the Dominican Republic to do humanitarian work. She studied DNA and vaccines for the past twenty years and made an urgent video in which she warns that there is a plan to inject humanity with very dangerous vaccines for Covid-19. The purpose of these new vaccines will be twofold:

1) reprogram our DNA and make us hybrids that are easier to control.
2) connect us to artificial intelligence through a digital vaccine ID, which will also open a whole new realm of control.

This medical expert says she has observed multiple times how diseases were spread over populations by air craft. Because of safety reasons she is not able to share more details about this in public.

Depopulate The Earth By Means Of Organized Epidemics
Dr. John Coleman is a famous Intelligence Officer from the CIA who wrote a book titled ‘The Committee of 300’. In it he explains how secret societies manipulate governments, health care, food industries, the media and so on. This book can be found on the website of the CIA. (15)

One of the primary goals of the many secret societies, that control governments and the media, is to depopulate the earth.

Dr. Coleman says the following about their strategy:

‘At least 4 billion useless eaters shall be eliminated by the year 2050 by means of limited wars and organized epidemics of fatal rapid acting diseases...’

DR. JOHN COLEMAN,
CIA INTELLIGENCE OFFICER
In 1980 a granite monument was erected in Georgia, called the Guidestones. A set of 10 guidelines is inscribed on the structure in eight modern languages and a shorter message is inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient language scripts. The first guideline goes as follows:

1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.

The CIA officer Dr. Coleman revealed that one of their methods to ‘maintain humanity’ is to cause ‘organized epidemics of fatal rapid acting diseases’.

Using Vaccines To Reduce Humanity

During a TED talk Bill Gates echoed this goal, when he literally said that new vaccines can be used to reduce the world's population with 10 – 15%!(16)
There are now 6.7 billion people on earth and soon there will be 9 billion. However, we can reduce that number by ten to fifteen percent if we do a good job with new vaccines, health care and birth control.

BILL GATES, VACCINE DEALER

Covid19 Vaccine
For Population Control?

Mike Adams is a published food scientist, author of the popular science book Food Forensics and founder of ISO-accredited CWC Labs. Years ago he said the following:

An engineered bioweapon will be released in population centers. There will be calls for massive government funding for the vaccine industry to come up with a vaccine. Miraculously they will have a vaccine developed in record time. Everyone will be required to line up and take this vaccine shot.

There is indeed a release of an engineered bioweapon, followed by a vaccine mandate, massive government funding for the vaccine industry and a vaccine that is being developed in record time.

The rest of his message is that this vaccine will slowly begin to kill millions – if not billions – of people over the course of a few years. It will be a kill-switch vaccine, designed to reduce the world’s population.

SUMMARY:
WAS THE PANDEMIC PLANNED?
Thousands of medical doctors call the pandemic a global crime, and a world dictatorship with a sanitary excuse.

Two years before Covid-19 came to the global scene, the European Union, the USA, China and other nations suddenly started exporting tens of millions of test kits for Covid-19.

In 2013 a musician predicts a global pandemic with a coronavirus and says this will happen in 2020. He knew this because of personal investigation of so called 'conspiracy theories'.

In 2017 Anthony Fauci guaranteed a surprise outbreak of an infectious disease during the first term of the Trump administration.

Right before the outbreak of a coronavirus pandemic, Bill Gates organized a global coronavirus pandemic exercise: Event201.

Right before the outbreak the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board told the world to be ready for a coronavirus pandemic.

In 2018 the Institute for Disease Modeling announced a global pandemic with a flu virus, originating in China in the area of Wuhan.

In 2018 Bill and Melinda Gates announced that in the coming years there would be a global pandemic of an engineered virus.

The coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 was created in the Bio Safety Lab Level 4 in Wuhan, which received millions of dollars from Anthony Fauci.

Several movies depicted the coronavirus pandemic with great detail, and even mention hydroxychloroquine as the cure.

The Summer Olympics in 2012 played a pandemic of a coronavirus during their opening show.

The investigative journalist Harry Vox predicted in 2014 that a global pandemic would be caused, so the ‘ruling class’ could implement a higher level of authoritarian control.

The investigative journalist Anthony Patch predicted a global pandemic with a man made virus, that would be used to force a DNA altering vaccine on humanity.

Dr. Carrie Madej studied DNA and vaccines for decades and says the plan is to use the Covid-19 vaccine to start the process of transhumanism: reprogramming the human DNA.

The CIA officer Dr. John Coleman studied secret societies and says their goal is to depopulate the earth by means of organized pandemics of fatal rapid acting diseases.

In the state of Georgia a huge monument was erected in 1980 with ten guidelines for humanity, in eight languages. The first of these ‘Ten Commandments’ is that humanity needs to be reduced to half a billion people.

Bill Gates said during a TED talk that new vaccines can be used to reduce the world's population with 10-15%.

The ‘health ranger’ Mike Adams predicted years ago what we see happening now: the release of an engineered bioweapon, followed by a vaccine mandate, massive government funding for the vaccine industry and a vaccine that is being developed in record time. He also predicted that this vaccine will kill innumerable people over the course of
a couple of years.

In 2010 the Rockefeller Foundation published the ‘Scenario for the future...’ in which they describe a coming global pandemic, that should result in the implementation of authoritarian control over the people, which will then intensify after the pandemic.

In 2020 they publish a handbook on how to create this world of control, with a step by step guide. They say life cannot return back to normal, until the world has become ‘Locked Down’ with this top down control from authoritarian governments.

We indeed see that Bill Gates and many others worldwide are right away seizing control in unprecedented ways, with enforcing vaccine ID’s, microchips that will be implanted into people, mandating the wearing of face masks, social distancing, forced lock-downs, extreme contact tracing, and so on.

Part of this top down control is extreme censoring of every single voice from doctors, scientists or other experts that criticize what is going on.
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Roger Higgs  
September 30, 2020 at 10:21 am | #

Thank you. This is very encouraging. I look forward to reading it in detail today.

Please note:

Link 1 does not work (maybe my browser is too old).

Link 2 video blocked by Facebook.

Robert Anderson  
September 30, 2020 at 4:58 pm | #

Thanks for your hard work and a very comprehensive presentation. I might suggest a further piece of circumstantial evidence. Award-winning film-maker, Aaron Russo died in 2007 but in his last years he became a political activist. He was best known for producing such movies as Trading Places, Wise Guys, and The Rose. Later in life, he created various libertarian-leaning political documentaries including Mad as Hell and America: Freedom to Fascism. Shortly before he died he gave an interview where he spoke about becoming friends with
one of the Rockefeller family who revealed to Russo the plan to chip and pin humanity via vaccines. The video has been removed from Youtube, it is sold by Infowars but the transcript is still available online.

---

**Joseph Olson**  
September 30, 2020 at 10:46 am | #

Hopefully, we are reaching critical mass on our much needed epiphany, when enough humans realize that we have been systematically LIED TO about science, medicine and history. We can then demand permanent change to Truth based reality, and punishment for our feudal masters.

---

**Dean Michael Jackson**  
September 30, 2020 at 4:30 pm | #

The purpose for a Marxist's existence is to implement Marx's directive for the “abolition of religion”, and the destruction of those civilizations “whose spiritual aroma is religion”:

Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, Karl Marx (1843)


“The struggle against religion is, therefore, indirectly the struggle against that world whose spiritual aroma is religion.”

...and...

“The abolition of religion as the illusory happiness of the people is required for their real happiness. The demand to give up the illusion about its condition is the demand to give up a condition which needs illusions.”

...and...

“It is, therefore, the task of history, once the other-world of truth has vanished, to establish the truth of this world.”

Now you know what Marxists are referring to when they utter the phrase, “The Struggle”...

“The struggle against religion is, therefore, indirectly the struggle against that world whose spiritual aroma is religion.”

“Trust but VERIFY” – President Ronald Reagan's watch phrase when dealing with the USSR...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=As6y5el01XE

(1) The West conspired to not VERIFY the ‘collapse’ of the USSR, even though the survival of the West depended on verification should the ‘collapse’ be a ruse, which proves (1) there was no ‘collapse’ of the USSR, because if there had been a ‘collapse’ the West would have immediately VERIFIED the ‘collapse’; and (2) the West's institutions were co-opted by Marxists, explaining the West's enabling of the fake ‘collapse’ of the USSR...quod erat demonstrandum.
Throughout the 1980s the West conspired to regurgitate Soviet Bloc under counting of communist party membership numbers in order to facilitate the canard of imploding Soviet Bloc political establishments, explaining the West’s enabling of the fake ‘collapse’ of the USSR...quod erat demonstrandum.

Before any religious sectarian strife in Yugoslavia (1991 – 2001) first there would have been massive reprisals against the reviled Communists who implemented draconian discriminatory policies to wipe out religion in Yugoslavia. LCY anti-religious discriminatory policies were so effective that within fifty years those who were without a religion increased by an astronomical 3,100%! The fact that no reprisals took place against LCY members proves that the ‘religious strife’ and ‘breakup’ of Yugoslavia was manufactured and controlled by the Communists.

The World War I Allies never did immediately send a naval expedition to Petrograd to easily topple Lenin & Bolshevik’s November 7, 1917 coup, thereby promptly returning Russia to the war, Russia’s involvement in the war being a critical variable for the Allies’ victory strategy against the Central Powers, proving (a) that the Allies knew they were going to win the war; (b) that the war was set up to (i) weaken the West’s influence in the world; (ii) weaken the West’s people’s confidence in their institutions and what those institutions stood for; and (c) one objective of the war was to settle into power the first above board Marxist state, with more to follow. In fact, there already was an anti-Marxist force in Russia at the time that if ordered would have conquered all of Bolshevik Russia during this period when the Bolsheviks were very weak. The unit was the 60,000 strong Czechoslovak Legion (soon to be 100,000 strong) but instead of sending the legion 700 miles north to Petrograd, the Allies sent it on a 6,000 mile odyssey across Russia to Vladivostok for evacuation to Europe(!), once again proving the Allies knew they were going to win the war...that the war was a Marxist operation.(1)

“On the initiative of the KGB, an army of Soviet vigilantes five million strong, the so-called ‘druzhiny’, was recruited from among the Komsomol activists. Their units were led by retired Chekists. They have been patrolling and policing the streets of all the Soviet cities. Their primary task has been to prepare the Soviet people to ‘behave’ during the forthcoming ‘liberalisation’.” – KGB defector Major Anatoliy Golitsyn, ‘The Perestroika Deception’, March 1989, pp. 14-15.

Leningrad Oblast (Province) is still named Leningrad Oblast! Engels City is still named Engels City! Engels Air Force Base is still named Engels Air Force Base! Russian military personnel still refer to each other as “Comrade”! Kaliningrad Oblast is still named Kaliningrad Oblast! The State Emblem of the Soviet Union is atop the Duma building, and illuminated at night for clear viewing! Soviet Red Stars are still attached to the bows of Russian naval ships! The Hammer & Sickle logo is still on Aeroflot commercial aircraft! Not one statue to Lenin has been destroyed in Russia, where out of the 3,000 still standing throughout Russia, only a handful have been carefully taken down (in locations where tourists frequent) and hidden away in parks and museums, the remainder of these monstrosities to Russian nationalism/Russian Orthodox Church rubbing historical salt into still open wounds of Russian nationalists! The Russian ‘electorate’ are only ‘electing’ for president Soviet era communist party member Quislings, who persecuted the 85% of the religious population held captive by the Communist Party during the ‘Soviet era’!

At my blog, read the articles...

‘House of Cards: The Collapse of the ‘Collapse’ of the USSR’

‘Playing Hide And Seek In Yugoslavia’

Then read the article, ‘The Marxist Co-Option Of History And The Use Of The Scissors Strategy To Manipulate History Towards The Goal Of Marxist Liberation’

Solution
The West will form new political parties where candidates are vetted for Marxist ideology/blackmail, the use of the polygraph to be an important tool for such vetting. Then the West can finally liberate the globe of vanguard Communism.

My blog...


(1) Even more telling is neutral Denmark’s laying mines off its coastal waters in international waterways in August, 1914 [thereby violating the 1857 treaty opening the Danish Straits to all shipping, where, “No ship of any kind may, under any pretext whatsoever, be subjected to detention or obstruction at the passage of the Sound or the Belts”] at the prompting of Germany (Germany too lays mines in the Danish Straits) and Great Britain does nothing! Not a word from the Allies (and the usual deafening silence from the Marxist co-opted press), in fact, even though access to the Baltic Sea is critical for the Allies to roll up Germany quickly by (a) closing the Baltic Sea to all German surface/subsurface vessels; (b) denying German access to trade with Sweden; (c) bringing the Royal Navy and the Imperial Russian Navy together; (d) forcing Germany to relocate critically needed infantry divisions and heavy armaments away from the Western Front for the new Baltic Front; (e) allowing British and Russian troop landings across the Baltic coasts, preventing German forces from moving eastwards towards Russia; thereby (f) knocking Germany out of the war before one shot is fired.

Zoe Phin
September 30, 2020 at 7:47 pm | #

Time for talk is over. We need a league of righteous snipers.

Ken Hughes
September 30, 2020 at 10:08 pm | #

I uploaded this article to Facebook just now. Although it loaded with an immediate fact checker note which covered the picture, you still get to the article by clicking on the link text. I put a note to that effect in my title.

Clearly, this article has been reviewed in detail by these fuck checkers and I am very pleased they seem unable to block it altogether.

Their argument is the “The evidence shows the virus is a naturally occurring virus and is not man made”

I commented that it depends on which “evidence” you took, whether or not the virus is man made or natural.

Bob
October 1, 2020 at 3:43 am | #

Is this a picture book or supposed to be scientific data? Looks like a child’s picture book. Also, why are most all the doctors in holistic medicine? They believe all types of crazy shit. There's a reason they can't prescribe legit medicine. So they are who we trusting now. That's laughable. Whatever furthers the Qanon theories I guess. No need to fact
There are times, sadly, people write stupid shit. Congratulations on winning the stupid shit prize for today. Your ignorance is on full display. Troll on.

Great article with one observation. Please have it proof-read. You use “it’s” instead of “its” several times and there are other grammatical errors dotted throughout. THIS MATTERS if you are trying to establish credibility with literate professionals.
Donate Today!

Currently, joining PSI is free. When you make a donation of the suggested amount of $25 (any amount will help, though!) you will help to sponsor sound, alarmist-free scientific work.
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